
Entrepreneur Sabeer Nelli's Journey from
Petro-Business Visionary to FinTech Innovator

Sabeer Nelli overcame payment

complexities, revolutionizing digital

payments and enhancing business

efficiency and security.

TYLER, TEXAS, USA, May 29, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sabeer Nelli, an

established entrepreneur from East

Texas, stands as a testament to

innovation, tenacity, and strategic

problem-solving. Nelli founded Tyler

Petroleum in 2005, a business that

rapidly emerged as one of the fastest-

growing private companies in the US.

Today, Tyler Petroleum employs 200

staff members, works with thousands

of vendors, and operates various successful businesses, including restaurants, smart laundries,

fuel stations, mini supermarkets, truck stops, and check-cashing facilities.

Despite the successes, Nelli and his company faced substantial challenges with salary
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disbursements and money transfers. The sheer diversity of

vendors' preferred payment channels, encompassing ACH,

wire transfers, checks, and instant payments, demanded

constant platform switching to accommodate their

preferences. This, coupled with internal hurdles such as

user access management and payment conduction,

exacerbated the complexities.

A particularly significant obstacle arose when Nelli's ACH

transaction platform denied access, disrupting the

company's smooth operation. However, instead of

succumbing to these hurdles, Nelli saw an opportunity and

acted upon it, creating an all-in-one payment platform. The birth of ZilMoney.com marked a

momentous step in the realm of digital payment software, offering a comprehensive solution for

http://www.einpresswire.com
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businesses and consumers.

ZilMoney targets SMBs and introduces a novel feature of micro-level access control for users,

overcoming the problems Nelli faced previously. Nelli's extensive experience in the finance and

small business sectors, having owned over 14 Western Union branches and operating as an ATM

processor in East Texas, coupled with his acumen in money transfer and banking services,

served as the cornerstone for this venture.

Yet, Nelli's innovative streak didn't end there. He founded OnlineCheckWriter.com to modernize

payments, beginning with the transformation of traditional check printing. This platform soon

evolved into a broader payment solution, encompassing multiple payment modes such as ACH,

wire transfer, debit card payments, and even mailed checks. The cloud platform also offers

additional services like deposit slips, invoice payments, and bill payments. Credit options such as

pay by credit card and payroll by credit card are one of the most prominent features offered by

the platform. 

In his pursuit of innovation, Nelli never loses sight of the importance of safety. With businesses

losing millions to fraudulent payments, he integrated a feature called 'positive pay' into

OnlineCheckWriter.com. This feature ensures 100% fraud detection in business checks, offering

invaluable peace of mind to users.

Nelli and his 200-strong team are united in their vision of leveraging technology to improve

speed and efficiency in the industry, consistently providing quality products and services. His

passion for the hospitality industry, coupled with his commitment to help other business owners

succeed, contributes to the creation of innovative, user-friendly solutions.

Ultimately, Sabeer Nelli is a champion of entrepreneurial ingenuity, using technology to

streamline business processes, enhance security, and promote efficiency. His goal is not only to

create successful businesses but also to make the world a better place. His ongoing

contributions to the realm of digital payments continue to empower businesses and enrich the

industry.
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